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a b s t r a c t 

The Laboratory Automation Plug & Play (LAPP) framework is an over-arching reference architecture concept 
for the integration of robots in life science laboratories. The plug & play nature lies in the fact that manual 
configuration is not required, including the teaching of the robots. In this paper a digital twin (DT) based concept 
is proposed that outlines the types of information that must be provided for each relevant component of the 
system. In particular, for the devices interfacing with the robot, the robot positions must be defined beforehand 
in a device-attached coordinate system (CS) by the vendor. This CS must be detectable by the vision system of 
the robot by means of optical markers placed on the front side of the device. With that, the robot is capable 
of tending the machine by performing the pick-and-place type transportation of standard sample carriers. This 
basic use case is the primary scope of the LAPP-DT framework. The hardware scope is limited to simple benchtop 
and mobile manipulators with parallel grippers at this stage. This paper first provides an overview of relevant 
literature and state-of-the-art solutions, after which it outlines the framework on the conceptual level, followed 
by the specification of the relevant DT parameters for the robot, for the devices and for the facility. Finally, 
appropriate technologies and strategies are identified for the implementation. 
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This article is the second in the series Towards Robotic Laboratory Au-
omation Plug & Play . The first paper outlined the concept in a high-level
ashion and stated the fundamental goal for the Laboratory Automa-
ion Plug & Play (LAPP) framework: to provide a comprehensive, over-
rching reference architecture and abstraction layer for robot-focused
aboratory automation [1] . The top level in this context is the process
epresentation and scheduling layer, which serves the orchestration of
he laboratory workflows. This includes communication and control as-
ects considering various types of (semi-)automated laboratory devices
such as liquid handlers, plate storage, centrifuges, incubators and read-
rs) as well as laboratory robots. 

The framework aims to simplify the integration and set-up process
or these types of robots by freeing the integrator/user from the burden
f manually setting up the communication and teaching the robot mo-
ions. As a crucial part of the LAPP framework, the digital twin (DT)
ayer enables the storing and sharing of the robot-relevant information
n regard to the various components of the system. Most importantly,
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he positions for arm control must be stored in a standardized fashion
encoded in the DT) and provided with the device out-of-the-box. Using
hese pieces of information, a mobile manipulator (MoMa) will be ca-
able - after localizing the device with a fiducial marker - to tend the
evice in a plug & play manner. 

The LAPP framework focuses at first on a specific type of MoMa that
s now used by multiple solution providers for sample transportation
n automated laboratories [2–4] . For this, the typical lab automation
oMa anatomy is considered. Such a robot consists of the following

omponents: 

• A wheeled autonomous mobile base capable of simultaneous local-
ization and mapping (SLAM) 

• A robot arm of four to seven degrees of freedom (DoF) 
• A vision system that aids the fine position detection for gripping and

manipulation planning 

A MoMa can be considered as the most complex robot system in our
cope, which represents the broadest variety of components. As such,
impler robots (e.g., stationary or rail-mounted arms) can be derived
rom this set by omitting certain components (e.g., mobile navigation).
nuary 2023 
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems in the LAPP environment, d: device CS, g: robot’s 
tool center point (TCP), h: home position for robot m: fiducial marker for de- 
vice, r: robot’s base, PoI: base pose for station, s: hand-over site (plate nest) of 
device, sd: device approach position, ss: site approach position, T0...T6: rela- 
tional frame definitions (T0: world-to-PoI, T1: camera-to-marker, T2: TCP-to- 
site, T3: camera-to-TCP, T4: marker-to-site, T5: device-to-marker, T6: world-to- 
device), u: stand-by position for robot, w: world. Lines: Orange: live robot-level, 
Green: stored in the LAPP-DT, Dashed: inaccurate transformation (originating 
from base odometry), Solid: accurate transformation (originating from robot 
kinematics, marker detection or DT-stored positions) 
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n the use case side, the concept is developed at the first stage for simple
ick-and-place type sample transportation and machine tending without
ny physical interaction with the equipment. Complex robot-equipment
nteractions will be elaborated in follow-up articles. 

The paper starts with the Methods section, where the strategy for
laborating the concept is outlined. Then a section on Literature and

he state-of-the-art provides an overview of the relevant solutions in re-
ard to the vertical of robot-centered laboratory automation systems. In
he section on Manual teaching of laboratory robots , the lowest level
s addressed by reviewing how prevalent manual teaching approaches
ork. To conclude the literature and state-of-the-art review, the digital

win (DT) approach is reviewed, which will serve as the basis of the
APP-DT proposal. In Teaching-free operation with the LAPP digital

win the concept is proposed, followed by identifying and discussing
hallenges and key enablers . After that, key Implementation con-

iderations are discussed and the pieces of the technological stack are
utlined. Finally, Future work and next steps are introduced, and a
ummary is provided. 

ethods 

The LAPP concept aims to provide an overview of the system compo-
ents and their interfaces, outlining a comprehensive integration frame-
ork as a reference architecture model. One crucial aspect of this is the

nformation representation layers (or digital twins), which can facilitate
eaching-free robot integration. Both the over-arching LAPP framework
nd the DT layer (subject of this paper) are created and elaborated in
 scalable and extendable manner throughout an evolutionary devel-
pment process. This development approach can be outlined with the
ollowing bullet points: 

• The concept is first formulated in an abstract and high-level fashion,
as published in [1] . It will then be concretized and adapted with the
involvement of the professional community throughout continuous
evolution. 

• The definition of the framework fundamentally focuses on the al-
ready existing and established building-block technologies but will
be suitable to incorporate new developments, such as advances in
collaborative robotics. 

• Initially, a limited set of typical laboratory tasks that are already sub-
ject to a certain level of automation/robotization will be considered.
Later, as the point above suggests, new technologies will enable cov-
ering more complex tasks that the framework also must be able to
incorporate. 

iterature and the state-of-the-art 

anual teaching of laboratory robots 

At the current state of technology, robotic manipulators in laboratory
utomation are mostly intended for transporting standard ANSI/SLAS-
onform 

1 microplates between different laboratory devices. To make
his possible, in most cases, online teaching takes place when setting up
he robotic system. This means that the positions are manually set either
y moving the robot by hand or by jogging it with the controller. Fig. 1
hows the coordinate systems (frames) and positions that are typically
sed in laboratory robotics scenarios. 

In the case of stationary robots, either the robot configuration is
tored for each position in the form of joint values, or the position is
irectly prescribed in relation to the robot’s base CS (r in Fig. 1 a). Be-
ween these taught positions, different types of movements are possible.
sually a sequence of intermediary approach positions are defined for

he robot, before it reaches a final hand-over site with its gripper tool
enter point (TCP). This is to make sure that no collisions occur between
1 Meets the Standards ANSI/SLAS 1-2004 through ANSI/SLAS 4-2004 

83 
he robot and its surroundings, including the device it is supposed to
oad with samples. A typical sequence of steps for a pick-and-place task
rom site 1 (s1) to site 2 (s2) is presented below, using the coordinate
ystems in Fig. 1 a: 

• The robot starts in its home position (h) 
• Performs a MoveJ-type movement to ”untangle ” itself and arrives at

the standby configuration at the position (u) 
• Moves linearly (MoveL) to a device-approach position (s1d) 
• MoveL to a site-approach position (s1s) 
• MoveL to the final site hand-over position (s1) 
• Grips the plate 
• MoveL back to s1s 
• MoveL back to s1d 
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L  
• MoveL to s2d (not displayed) 
• MoveL to s2s (not displayed) 
• MoveL to s2 (not displayed) 
• Releases the plate 
• MoveL back to s2s 
• MoveL back to s2d 
• MoveL to u and returns to standby/ready state 

As described in [1] , in the case of mobile manipulators, on the other
and, the positions are defined in relation to a fiducial marker, which is
n most cases an optical augmented reality (AR) marker [5] ( Fig. 1 b m).
his is necessary because the precision of the mobile base ( Fig. 1 b r) is
ot sufficient for the positions to be defined in a word-fixed CS ( Fig. 1 b
). 

The robot itself is keeping track of its coordinate systems (frames) by
aintaining a transfer tree, where relations between the frames are ex-
ressed. For example, the pose of the camera frame and the TCP are both
nown in relation to the robot’s base frame. When the arm is moving,
he system regularly updates the corresponding chain of frames based
n the kinematic model and the joint angles (forward kinematics). 

The teaching process for marker-guided MoMas typically consists
f the following steps, as deduced from the feature definitions for
stech Projects’ MoMa [6] and from the Fraunhofer IPA’s Kevin We-
inar [7] (Markings of Fig. 1 b are used.): 

• The operator drives the robot to the station and makes sure the
marker is in the camera’s field of view 

• This pose of the mobile robot is stored as a point of interest (PoI)
with the station’s name 𝑇 0 ( 𝑤 → 𝑃 𝑜𝐼) 

• The vision system determines the transformation from the camera
frame to the marker frame: 𝑇 1 ( 𝑐 → 𝑚 ) 

• The operator moves the arm to the hand-over position so that the
TCP and the site coordinate systems align: 𝑇 2 ( 𝑔 = 𝑠 ) 

• Based on the robot kinematics model, the relation between the cam-
era frame and the TCP ( 𝑇 3 ( 𝑐 → 𝑔) ) is determined 

• The relation between the marker and the hand-over site is calculated:
𝑇 4 ( 𝑚 → 𝑠 ) 

Similar to stationary robots, the intermediary positions (ss and sd in
ig. 1 b) can be taught additionally. The concept proposed in this paper
rovides a solution for eliminating the need for manual teaching and
etup. For that, the standardized representation of the teaching positions
nd other relevant parameters based on the digital twin approach is
resented in Section Teachingfree operation with the LAPP digital

win . 

he digital twin approach 

One of the most important aspects of the LAPP framework is that
t provides an information layer of the assets of the laboratory. As pro-
osed in [1] , a LAPP-enabled laboratory device has a DT representation
ontaining its parameters. These include both parameters that are con-
tant and assigned when the device is manufactured as well as parame-
ers that change during the operation of the device and that describe
he current state. The approach of a virtual representation of physi-
al entities aligns with the digital twin (DT) concept. In this Section,
n overview of the DT concept is provided and the relevant nomen-
lature is specified. Originally, this concept was proposed by Michael
rieves at NASA [8] for product life cycle management purposes. Main-

aining a virtual representation of a physical entity and implementing
i-directional data connections enables a variety of virtual operations
anging from modeling through testing to optimization. All these oper-
tions correspond to a specific sub-space of the digital twin. Generally,
ata are fed from the real space to the virtual space, and information
s fed back alongside with processes. A DT accompanies the product
hroughout its entire life cycle and, according to the specific stage, can
ake up different forms. In parallel to the design phase of the product, a
84 
rototype of the DT is also developed, which is then instantiated for each
hysical product individually. The whole set of these instances make up
he aggregate , and they all reside in the corresponding environment . The
tate of both the physical and the virtual entities are stored in the form of
arameters . These can either be static (so-called prototype ) parameters,
hich have the same value for each piece of the same product, or they

an correspond to a specific physical specimen, in which case they are
alled instance parameters. 

Since the proposal of the original concept, the DT notion has been
dapted to a broad variety of use-cases. Jones et al. [9] provide a system-
tic review of the related literature by means of a thematic analysis and
haracterization. The paper also consolidates the terminology in regard
o the terminology that will be followed in the context of the present
rticle. Jones et al. also specify the parameters that are often used for
igital twins, which are summarized in Table 1 . 

The DT concept is broadly applied for smart manufacturing use cases
10–13] , and there are also numerous examples of robotics applications,
here the DT may have different goals. These range from the education
f future engineers [14,15] through human-machine interactions [16–
8] and control [19] all the way to programming [20,21] . Tipary and
rdös propose a design approach that utilizes parametric digital twins
f robotic workcells for planning and programming [22,23] . To adapt
he off-line-created robot program to the physical workcell, calibration
nd manual adjustments are needed in on-line mode most of the time.
o bridge this gap, they define the so-called Digital twin closeness as the
easure of the ”geometric difference between the digital and physical

ounterparts of digital twins for robotic workcells ”. Their DT comprises
he models in Table 2 . The LAPP-DT concept presented in this paper
ollows an approach that shares many aspects with Tipary’s DT. See
ection Teaching-free operation with the LAPP digital twin . 

eaching-free operation with the LAPP digital twin 

As outlined in [1] , the LAPP framework aims to make the whole set-
p process of laboratory robots fully automatic - all the way from map
eneration with simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) to de-
ermining the above-mentioned coordinate frame transformations. Ac-
ording to the LAPP approach, the positions (s, ss, sd in Fig. 1 b) must be
efined in relation to the marker frame (m in Fig. 1 b) in cartesian space.
o make this possible, first the workpiece CS must be defined. Since the
ost common workpiece in this context is an ANSI/SLAS-conform mi-

roplate [25] , this is taken as a basis. In Fig. 2 , the axes are derived, as
verlaid on a schematically drawing, which is based on the ANSI/SLAS
tandard [25] . 

As discussed above, in the LAPP framework the positions are defined
n relation to the marker frame in cartesian space and not in the robot’s
S in joint space. This enables a robot-independent implementation of
he movements thanks to the fact that the positions belong to a certain
ite of a workstation or device and not to one specific robot. This makes
haring the positions between multiple robots possible. Ultimately, it
an be assumed that a certain model of a laboratory device always has
he same geometry, i.e., the hand-over site is at a pre-defined location
f the device. Supposing that the marker is also at a fixed and known
osition, the transformation T5 (as displayed in Fig. 1 b can be deduced.
he LAPP framework thus requires the device vendor to include the
arker in the design of the device. The marker must be in a visible

ocation, on the same side from where the robot must access it. To ensure
ompatibility, a specific marker type and size must be specified. The
urrently available laboratory MoMas [2–4] use different types of ArUco
5] , AprilTag [26] and PI-Tag [27] markers of different sizes. Assessing
hese options and selecting a candidate is subject to future work. 

It is also the vendor’s responsibility to provide the information shown
n Table 3 as part of the digital twin prototype of the device (See Sec-
ion The digital twin approach , and Table 2 in [1] ). Although, only
n an ideal world would all vendors commit to make their devices
APP-compliant. Especially for the launching and ramp-up period, the
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Table 1 

Parameters of the digital twin [9] . 

Parameter Characteristics 

Form The geometric structure of the entity Can contain dimensions, CS definitions and 3D models 
Functionality The entity’s capabilities, movement or purpose, Definition of the control interface and parameters 
Health State of the entity with respect to its ideal state 
Location Position and orientation (pose) With respect to the environment, layout or other entity 
Process Activities in which the entity is engaged, Scheduling parameters and models 
Time Duration to complete an activity, Timestamp 
State Measured (live) values of entity and environment parameters 
Performance Measured operation with respect to the optimal operation 
Environment The physical and virtual environment as a parameter 
Miscellaneous Requirements Qualification 

Table 2 

Models in Tipary’s robot cell DT [24] 

Model Content 

Kinematic model Geometry, kinematic behavior and component relations 
Grasp model Workpiece - manipulator relation through the gripper 
Path model Manipulation sequence and manipulator motion 
Servo model Condition-based manipulation (observation-based) 
Metrology model Providing information to other models and planner tools (observation-based) 
Tolerance model Represent the tolerance stack-up of the operation to assess its feasibility 

Fig. 2. Definition of the plate CS (Overlaid on 
[25] ) (US projection). Viewing from an upper 
view, the origin of the CS (o) is placed to the 
centerpoint of the plate, whereas the height is 
set to the middle of the bottom rim (b). When 
looking at the plate from above with well A1 
being on the top left, the x axis points to the 
right, the y upwards, and z outwards. The TCP 
for the gripper and the CS of the hand-over site 
are defined in a way that their origins align 
with the plate CS and the axes either align or 
are rotated 90 degrees along the z axis (e.g., in 
portrait mode gripping, as seen in 3 ). The site 
CS is defined similarly, derived from the plate 
CS. 

Table 3 

Parameters of the device’s digital twin prototype. CS markings defined in 1 

Piece of information As digital twin parameter 
( See Table 1 ) 

Robotic tasks, subtasks and motion sequences: e.g., transport by pick & place Functionality 
Type of workpiece: ANSI/SLAS microplate, Falcon tube etc. Functionality 
Location of the marker (m) in relation to the device CS (d) Form 

Simplified collision geometry of the device, defined in d Form 

Positions. e.g., Hand-over site s, Site approach ss, Device approach sd Form 

Precision requirements Miscellaneous 
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atabase will rely more on crowd-sourcing. For this, the DT prototype
axonomy must be provided as an open repository, with clearly defined
ontribution and admission mechanisms. Also, individual deviations in
he device geometry may occur, thus the possibility for adjusting the
T instance by the means of calibration must also be kept open. See
ection Challenges and key enablers . 

In general, DT parameters are distinguished in the LAPP framework
s follows: 

∙ Prototype parameters are unified for all specimens of the same
make and model. See Table 3 

∙ Instance parameters override and extend the prototype parameters
with instance-specific data 
85 
- Static parameters remain unchanged during the entire lifecycle
of the instance. E.g., serial number 

- Volatile parameters represent the current state of the instance 
∗ Observable properties represent real-time or semi real-time

data streams. E.g., sensor streams, continuous progress up-
dates 

∗ Unobservable properties are updated only upon specific re-
quest. E.g., calibrated positions 

ith the help of this information, a LAPP-enabled MoMa with a cal-
brated camera system will be capable of performing the setup fully
utonomously, as presented in Fig. 1 of [1] . After that, in ideal cir-
umstances (i.e., with calibrated geometries), the pre-defined robotic
ctions can be performed right away, without requiring any manual in-
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Table 4 

The plug & play setup sequence, markings of Fig. 1 b used 

Description Transform. DT parameter type DT instance 

During the autonomous room discovery procedure, the map is generated w Form Room (instance) 
Simultaneously, the approximate device positions are detected with the markers. Since d and m are 
already connected by the DT prototype of the device, and the robot is at the PoI d is now defined in w. 

𝑇 6 ( 𝑤 → 𝑑) Location Device (instance) 

The hand-over site position is taken from the DT prototype of the device 𝑇 4 ( 𝑚 → 𝑠 ) Form Device (prototype) 
If necessary, this position can be overridden (calibrated) and stored in the DT instance of the device. 𝑇 4 , 𝑐𝑎𝑙( 𝑚 → 𝑠 ) Form Device (instance) 
The robot kinematics can be re-calibrated and stored in the DT instance of the robot 𝑟 → 𝑔 Form Robot (instance) 

Fig. 3. The plate- gripper- and site coordinate systems align in landscape mode 
gripping 
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Fig. 4. Coordinate frame transformations (Markings of Fig. 1 are used.) 
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ut from the integrator or operator. This is the functionality referred to
s plug & play. As a part of the sequence presented in [1] , the coordi-
ate transformations are determined and the digital twin instances are
arameterized, as presented in Table 4 . 

The relation between the frames and positions in such a system de-
end on each other in that one frame is defined as a transformation of
nother frame. This means that the frames can be represented in a graph
tructure, such as in Fig. 4 , where the nodes are the frames and the edges
re the transformations. The fact that fairly long chains of interlinked
rames can form means that the uncertainties of each transformation
an accumulate. These uncertainties are inevitably present both in the
orm of mechanical imperfections causing deviations from ideal geome-
ries and in the inherent inaccuracies of the metrology systems [28] .
hese must be taken into account by storing the uncertainty for each
ransformation in the digital twin. Also, a requirement in regard to pre-
ision must be specified for the specific robot action. This enables the
rocess controller to match the requirement with the actual precision
nd determine if the specific system can perform the requested action. 

It is also important to mention, that the parent-child relations in a
ransform tree can change, if a more accurate definition is available. For
xample, the following case can be considered: When the robot moves
o a certain PoI, the system can assume the approximate positions of
he devices as defined in relation to the map 𝑇 6 ( 𝑤 → 𝑑) , as shown in
ig. 4 a. However, the vision system can deliver a far more accurate
elation between the robot and the marker ( 𝑇 1 ( 𝑐 → 𝑚 ) ), which, along
ith 𝑇 ( 𝑚 → 𝑠 ) can be used for motion planning of the pick & place
4 

86 
ubtask. For this, a sub-tree from the robot frame (r) can be temporarily
reated, as presented in Fig. 4 b. 

hallenges and key enablers 

Traditional laboratory robots are usually taught in joint-space, which
eans that the robot configuration is stored directly in the form of joint

alues for each position. This results in the fact that the accuracy of the
obot’s kinematic model is not of crucial importance. On the contrary,
hen the positions are specified in world coordinates, the robot con-

roller must perform the inverse kinematics calculations to determine
he corresponding joint values. For this, the robot’s geometry must be
recisely modeled, e.g., by Denavit-Hartenberg parameters or by the
nified Robot Description Format (URDF). These are specified initially

or each robot model during the design process. Following the DT no-
ation, these data correspond to the DT prototype of the robot model.
ue to manufacturing imperfections, however, each piece of a finished

obot has slightly different geometries in reality, which must be read-
usted by the means of calibration. These new parameters are stored
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n the DT instance for the certain robot. To achieve the sub-millimeter
recision required for efficient and reliable plate manipulation, the pos-
ibility must be kept open for the robot to be re-calibrated. 

Another distinction is between online vs. offline teaching. Online
eaching means that the positions are taught directly on the physical
obot by moving its end-effector to the desired positions manually. In
his case, the robot’s repeatability is more important than its absolute
ccuracy; what matters is that the robot is consistent even if systematic
rror is present. Offline teaching means that the positions are defined
ithout the physical robot, e.g., in the case of the LAPP approach by the
evice vendor. In this case, the absolute accuracy is just as important
s the repeatability, since consistency is not sufficient if the position is
ff. Therefore, the precision requirements towards a LAPP-enabled robot
ust be formulated adequately. For digital twin-based offline teaching

cenarios in particular, the digital twin closeness to measure such pre-
ision is defined by Tipary et al. [23] (see Section The digital twin

pproach ). 
Besides kinematics, the mechanics of the robot also play an impor-

ant role in the robot’s precision. One such effect is that no mechanical
ystem is perfectly rigid but flexible and compliant to a certain degree.
easons behind this are on one hand the mechanical properties of mate-
ials: depending on a component’s shape and its elastic modulus, it bends
nder load. On the other hand, the joints of robots consist of bearings
nd gear systems, which might have mechanical play or backlash. These
wo effects result in the whole structure diverging from the ideal posi-
ion when under the effect of internal and external forces, which could
e calculated by pure kinematics. These effects must be either mechan-
cally minimized or countered by a suitable controller. 

Calibration might also be necessary with regard to the devices’ ge-
metries and the positions of the hand-over sites. As described in Sec-
ion Teaching-free operation with the LAPP digital twin , this trans-
ormation ( 𝑇 4 ) can be fetched from the DT prototype, but overridden
calibrated) on-demand in the DT instance. 

mplementation considerations 

To make the plug & play functionality possible, a series of comple-
entary technologies must be consolidated and integrated into a com-
rehensive stack. To this end, different competing and overlapping solu-
ions were evaluated. Since compatibility is a crucial factor, established
nd widespread standardized solutions are preferred. 

As described in [1] , setting up a robot-based laboratory automation
ystem begins with representing the process on the high-level to enable
xecution on an all-round process controller. For this purpose, represen-
ation formats, such as the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
nd the Laboratory Open Protocol (LabOP) will be evaluated (See Fu-

ure work . Below this level, the robot-specific actions must be repre-
ented in the appropriate abstraction level, for which the LAPP RAPs
re proposed and are subject to future work. On the low-level - i.e., on
he robot’s side - a versatile robot control framework is needed that is
apable of incorporating advanced techniques for perception, naviga-
ion and motion planning. The Robot Operating System (ROS) proves to
ulfill these requirements. 

To enable the communication between the different components and
evels of the system, a suitable interoperability protocol is needed. The
ommunication protocol developed by the Association Consortium Stan-
ardization in Lab Automation (SiLA) provides such a solution specif-
cally for laboratory automation purposes. The organization currently
ndeavors to extend the robot-related functionality, including the imple-
entation of a SiLA-ROS bridge [29] and the unification of the feature
efinitions [6] . 

Besides that, a suitable platform is needed for the digital twin rep-
esentation that can incorporate the necessary parameters. The Asset
dministration Shell [30] is identified as a suitable solution. Ontologies

or labware, laboratory devices and laboratory robots must be identi-
87 
ed, adapted and extended to fulfill the information sharing functional-
ty that is outlined in this paper. 

uture work 

The LAPP framework, including the LAPP-DT, is at this point a con-
eptual proposal that is elaborated in the course of an article series enti-
led Towards Laboratory Automation Plug & Play . This present paper is the
econd in this series, which takes a step in concretizing the proposal with
he focus on robotics. The series follows a top-down approach, which
eans that the follow-up articles will progress towards the lower tech-
ical levels of the framework and provide implementation examples,
easibility studies and comparable benchmarking. 

As such, the robotic activity representations (RARs) are identified as
he next work package to be elaborated. RARs are considered as one
iece of information that must be represented in the digital twin. In
eneral, the digital twin properties must be defined for each type of
omponent in detail, including the identification of suitable standard-
zed representation formats. Further work must focus on the technical
mplementation by utilizing the technologies discussed in the Imple-

entation considerations section. Also, the challenges covered in the
ection on Challenges and key enablers must be addressed. 

The first stage of the implementation is limited to benchtop manipu-
ators and ground-bound mobile manipulators from the hardware side,
oth with simple parallel grippers. On the use-case side, the scope is
ocused on pick-and-place type transportation of standardized objects,
uch as ANSI/SLAS-microplates. Next stages of the development may
roaden this scope in regard to both aspects. On one hand, a higher
iversity in lab automation robotic hardware can be covered by includ-
ng emerging technologies. As such, miniature MoMas that drive on the
ench or on tracks at ceiling level [31] and drones [32] open up new
imensions regarding flexibility and they also require new approaches
oncerning navigation. On the other hand, advanced end effectors, such
s five-finger [33] or soft grippers, open up new possibilities to manipu-
ate objects that are fragile and/or have complex geometries. Ultimately,
exible marker-less manipulation can be achieved by the means of ad-
anced perception, such as 3D object detection [34] and tactile sensing
35,36] . These techniques make it possible to detect the pose of the
orkpiece and to plan the manipulation movement without pre-taught
ositions. Besides that, the planning also must consider the constraint
pace containing, inter alia, the obstacles around the working area. Sim-
larly to the other DT parameters, an appropriate standardized format
ust be identified to store and share this information between the dif-

erent components of the system. 

ummary 

As a part of the Laboratory Automation Plug & Play framework, a
igital-twin-based approach was proposed that ensures teaching-free
etup for laboratory robots. An overview of the state-of-the-art approach
howed that current MoMa solutions mostly rely on manually teaching
he positions with relation to a fiducial marker. A review of the rele-
ant literature on the digital twin approach was provided to consolidate
he nomenclature. The LAPP-DT concept was elaborated on the concep-
ual level by defining a relative position representation framework as a
art of the digital twin of laboratory equipment. After identifying the
hallenges and the key enablers, specific technological building blocks
ere formulated, considering the implementation of the framework. A

oadmap was presented for the future steps in concretizing the concep-
ual framework and providing proof-of-concept implementations. 
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